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Abstract. In article is theoretically motivated possibility uses the wheel shapers small hole 
being element rotary - small hole of the seeders for direct sowing of the agricultural cultures. It Is 
Motivated dynamic scheme of the swing wheel shaping small hole, their border amount depending on 
kinematics of the factor and is installed that peak slide reveals itself on background of the even slide, 
which in phase locations at the depth shaper small hole practical does not introduce significant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Wheel form small hole, being main element rotary - small hole of the seeders, 
executes simultaneously three functions: supporting-transport, transmission-drive and 
technological, connected with periodicity of the presenting and process of the sealing-off seed 
in ground. 
 The Regularities, resulting from supporting-transport function travel about, it is 
enough studied, and information on themes of the swing travel about on ground is kept in 
many literary. However problems of the technological nature before use travel about as organ 
for boarding or sowing of the agricultural cultures were not put, since hitherto had no applied 
importance. To such problem necessary to refer, first of all, finding of the important features 
of the process shaping small hole. A paths of the motion point form small hole, velocities of 
the motion in ground, parameter small hole and degree of the compaction of ground under 
debarked grain. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 For the task in view decision we will take advantage of the scheme of the appendix to 
a sliding wheel of the forces, accepted in the general mechanics [1, 2, 3]. On Fig.1. The phase 
deepening forming small holes in soil when the making reactions of soil Q enclosed to its tip 
and T have braking influence on a wheel is shown. Under certain conditions force Т can 
change the direction for the opposite. In a phase deepening it is possible in the event that the 
force of a friction arising at contact of a rim of a wheel with soil, is insufficient for 
overcoming of the moment of reaction of the soil operating on a tip. It is quite obvious, that at 
deepening forming small holes force Т will be always directed against movement of the 
centre of a wheel. In this phase do small holes the creating moment of rotation of a wheel 
starts to work as ground grap. Depending on number placed on a wheel do small holes two 
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dynamic schemes swings are possible: The first, when with soil co-operates only one forming 
small holes, the second - not less than two forming small holes at which forces of reaction Т 
are opposite directed and partially or completely are they mutually balanced. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The forces operating on wheel forming small holes 
G - axial loading on a wheel; N - reaction of soil to a wheel rim; Q - a vertical component of reaction of soil on a 
tip; T - a horizontal component of reaction; F
 T - force of a friction; P - motive power; M П - the moment drive the 
mechanism; f k - factor swings. 
 
 According to Fig. 1, boundary number do small holes, dividing the first and second 
dynamic schemes, it is defined by expression: 
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If it will appear, that quantity established on a wheel do small holes: z < z1  (4) 
That with soil simultaneously will co-operate only one of them. 
For a case, when  
z ≥ z1            (5) 
With soil will co-operate not less than two do small holes. 
   
 Boundary numbers do small holes depend on indicator size λ, to be exact from the 
parity including radius of a wheel and length forming small holes. Rather small radiuses and 
long do small holes reduce boundary numbers (Tab. 1).  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
  Let's look; what scheme of interaction will be characteristic for concrete conditions. 
We take corn crops on grain. Let under the agrarian requirement seeds are closed up in soil on 
depth of 6 cm at norm of seeding 4 pieces of Seeds on 1 running meter. For a wheel with 
radius 30 cm we will have: 
2,1
30
36,0
==λ
 z1=5,3 
  
 For the set norm of seeding on a wheel actually it is required to establish following 
quantity do small holes:     z = 4 ⋅ 2 pi r ⇒ 8 ⋅ 3,14 ⋅ 0,3 =7,5 
It turns out, that:  z> z1 
         Tab. 1 
 
λ 1,05 1,10 1,15 1,20 1,25 1,30 1,35 1,40 
z1 10,0 7,3 6,1 5,3 4,9 4,5 4,2 4,0 
 
Hence, swings wheels it will be carried out under the second dynamic scheme. 
At crops of a sugar beet with norm of seeding 10 pieces on 1 running meter and depth 
sealing-off 2 cm for the same diameter of a wheel we will receive: 
 
λ = 0,32/30 = 1,066; z1 = 8,8 
z = 10 ⋅ 2 pi r = 18,8; z> z 1 
 
According to these calculations, with soil should co-operate not less than two do small 
holes simultaneously. In the given conditions the forces Т enclosed to both tips partially or are 
completely counterbalanced. Thus the basic force rotating a wheel, there is the force of a 
friction enclosed to a rim of a wheel. Its moment concerning a rotation axis, overcoming the 
moment of resistance of soil forming small holes, forces it to move in soil under the law of 
the extended cycloid. 
Let's consider conditions of balance of a sliding wheel in a mode of interaction with 
soil of two forming small holes. Neglecting force Т, the equations of movement of a wheel 
can be written down in such kind: 
 
mx P FT&& ;= −
        (6) 
my G N Q&& = − −
       (7) 
пкTc MQdNfrFJ −−−=ϕ&&       (8) 
  
 Where: J
 c - the moment of inertia of a wheel concerning a rotation axis; 
              d - a shoulder of reaction Q. 
  For the established uniform movement when speed of a wheel is constant, and 
deepening forming small holes in soil nothing interferes, it is possible to consider, that 
 
& ; &x V y= = 0 
  Therefore and accelerations of the centre of a wheel on axes of co-ordinates will be 
zero: 
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&& ; &&x y= =0 0
 
   
 However on the general background of uniform sliding the peak sliding increasing 
when forming small holes will be periodically shown pass through an initial phase deepening. 
It is accompanied by some delay of rotation of a wheel and, naturally, change of its angular 
speed. Non-uniformity of rotation of a wheel specifies that its angular acceleration differs 
from zero. At background sliding angular acceleration 0=ϕ&& , in a brake mode swings when do 
small holes deepening in soil, angular acceleration of a wheel will be less zero ( 0〈ϕ && ). Thus to 
background sliding the increment is as though added. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Two qualitatively various dynamic schemes swings wheel do small holes are possible: 
the first with soil co-operates only one of all established on a wheel do small holes and the 
second when in interaction consists simultaneously not less than two do small holes. Thus 
applied advantage belongs to the second scheme. 
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